
Dear Alix, 
 I was introduced to you by my mother, LeAnn Anseeuw, in Larry 
Lucas Inc. during the March 2007 show. My name is Amanda. I am still 
honored to have met you. The company you created, an amazing story, 
entrusts happiness within all American children. You are a truly positive 
contribution to society, what I hope and inspire to be! Your dynamic 
designs, from precise eye ball placement to intended color hues, are in a 
league of their own.
  
 Plan A: Silly sacs! $5.95 x 779 = $4,635.05. Sacs are large enough to 
hold all supplies, most creative pouch, future goal, would be incredible! 
 Sacs will be kept in the classroom to brighten current dull 
environment and increase interest in attending school. A well-crafted 
academic environment swirls creativity, curricula, and support!
  Needed by January 1 for delivery to school January 7.  
 Your gift will not only help economically disadvantaged children 
with majority lacking parental support, your company will be included in 
USF Magazine and in the hearts of 779 middle school students!

If we are seeking our life calling; mine is dedicated to bringing children 
happiness,
Sincerely,
Amanda Lucia Anseeuw

University of South Florida Student
3940 fontainebleau dr.
tampa fl 33634
c 813-727.5564
f 813-888.6510
amandaanseeuw1@mac.com
transfigureoureducation.pbwiki.com

o Here is who we are: University of South Florida students, Rich Lauria, Jacob Parker, and Amanda Anseeuw

o Here is what we are: Human beings attempting to strengthen dedication to school

o Here is what is going on: We studied middle schools and found the common denominator, creativity.

It is not enough to just know what is going on; we must apply 
and do, together!

B.E.N.C.H.

Benefit Education Now 
for Child’s Happiness!

Wish #1: Material filled pouch--washable crayons, markers, erasers, 
stickers, highlighters, glue--white paper, given to all students, 779.
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